A coaxial switch capable of operating in a vacuum with high RF power in the 1.2 GHz range without "multipactor" breakdown, and without relying on pressurization with an inert gas, which requires a hermetic seal, is achieved by completely surrounding the RF carrying conductors of the switch with a high grade solid dielectric, thus eliminating any gaps in which electrons can accelerate.
HIGH POWER RF COAXIAL SWITCH

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under a NASA contract and is subject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. 435; USC 2457).

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 835,419, filed Sept. 21, 1977, now abandoned.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a high-power RF transmission line switch, and more particularly to a single-pole, double-throw (SPDT) switch.

Many applications require a high power RF (e.g., 1.2 GHz) switch having low volume and high power (0.5 to 5 kW) handling capability under vacuum or near vacuum conditions. Space missions are typical applications. For example, assume a spacecraft is to be equipped with a synthetic aperture radar transmitter for wave height monitoring and the output power of 800 watts peak with redundancy in performance of work under a NASA contract and is subject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. 435; USC 2457).

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 835,419, filed Sept. 21, 1977, now abandoned.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the present invention the RF switch conductors in a metal enclosure are completely surrounded with a solid dielectric, thus eliminating any space in which electrons can accelerate and collide with the enclosure to cause secondary emission. Two movable elongated bar contacts are alternately brought in contact with the center conductors of coaxial connectors attached to the metal enclosure in a line such that the center conductors are parallel and spaced with the centers of one pair slightly greater than the length of one bar and the centers of the other pair slightly greater than the length of the other bar, such that with one bar or the other in contact with its associated pair of conductors, the center conductor in the middle is connected through the contact bar to one or the other of the center conductors. The solid dielectric is E-shaped with each of the three parallel legs surrounding the center conductors of the coaxial cables. The main body portion supporting the three parallel legs is hallowed to provide a space for the contact bars to be moved selectively into and out of contact with the coaxial center conductors. Two transverse holes are provided through the side wall of the main body portion of the dielectric, with their axes normal to the axis of the coaxial center conductors, to receive means which, in response to means for driving the plungers in and out, will cause the connecting bars to move alternately against the coaxial center conductors against the force of biasing springs. The enclosure includes a metal block to which coaxial connector fittings are secured on one side, and through which the legs of the E-shaped dielectric pass from the other side into the coaxial connector fittings. The main body of the E-shaped dielectric is recessed into the block. Two sets of intersecting holes pass through the block. A large diameter hole of each set passes through the block with its axis parallel to the legs of the E-shaped dielectric, and a small diameter hole passes through the block with its axis intersecting the axis of the large diameter hole. These holes are to accommodate the driving means for the bars. The small diameter hole receives a dielectric cylinder that bears against a contact bar and a coil spring. A dielectric plunger extends from the bar into the large diameter hole. A solenoid-actuated lever extends into the large diameter hole to press against the plunger and drive the bar against the force of the spring and into contact with a pair of the coaxial center conductors. A plate over the recessed E-shaped dielectric holds the latter in the metal block. The two solenoids for the two plunger levers may be mounted on that plate, and a cover over the solenoids may be secured to the block.

The novel features that are considered characteristic of this invention are set forth with particularity in the appended claims. The invention will best be understood from the following description when read in connection with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a front view of a SPDT switch embodying the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a side view of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a section along a line 3—3 in FIG. 1.
FIG. 4 is an isometric view of an E-shaped dielectric insert for the SPDT switch of FIG. 1 according to the present invention.

FIG. 5 is an isometric bottom view of a base block for the SPDT switch of FIG. 1.

FIG. 6 is an exploded isometric view of the parts of the SPDT switch of FIG. 1.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring first to FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 there is shown in front and side views an assembled SPDT switch comprised of a block 10 that is recessed in its upper half to receive a cover 11 having a connector 12 on top for control leads. The block supports three outer conductors 13, 14 and 15 for coaxial connectors. These outer conductors are preferably threaded into the block 10 in a conventional manner. The inner conductors of the coaxial connectors are pins 13a, 14a and 15a which are held centered in the outer conductors by an E-shaped solid dielectric form 16 the main body portion of which is shown in FIG. 3. The entire E-shaped form is shown in an isometric view in FIG. 4 with recessed side plate 17 removed to reveal that it is hollowed to provide a channel 18 that exposes the upper ends of the inner conductors of the coaxial connectors.

The E-shaped form is placed into the block 10 with its legs passing through holes in the block into the outer conductors 13, 14 and 15 so that the inner conductors 13a, 14a and 15a are centered in the outer conductors (to complete the coaxial connectors) as shown in FIG. 5. But first, switch contact bars 19 and 20 (FIG. 3) are inserted into the channel 18, one bar reaching across from center conductor 13a to 14a, and the other bar reaching across from center conductor 14a to 15a. The side plate 17 is placed over the channel 18 in a recessed position. Once the contact bars and side plate thus assembled are inserted into the block 10, the center conductors (13a, 14a and 15a) and the connector bars (19 and 20) are insulated from the inner conductors by solid dielectric material on all sides. A high grade solid dielectric, such as teflon, is preferred. Except for this feature of surrounding the RF carrying conductors of the switch with solid dielectric material, thus eliminating any gaps in which electrons can accelerate, the SPDT switch thus far described and illustrated herein, it is recognized that the claims be interpreted to cover such modifications and equivalents.

What is claimed is:

1. A coaxial switch comprising RF switch conductors, a metal enclosure for said switch conductors, and a solid dielectric completely surrounding said conductors within said metal enclosure, said dielectric electrically isolating said conductors and said metal enclosure to eliminate any space through which electrons may be accelerated to cause secondary emission by collision with said metal enclosure, wherein said switch is for connecting the center conductor of coaxial connectors having their outer conductors connected to said metal enclosure, said switch being comprised of at least two parallel conductors of coaxial connectors, said conductors being center conductors of said coaxial connectors and extending into said enclosure and dielectric, a movable elongated bar across said parallel conductors, an elongated cavity in said dielectric extending across said parallel conductors for said elongated bar to be moved out of contact with said parallel conductors, a transverse hole through said dielectric surrounding said parallel conductors and elongated bar, said transverse hole intersecting said cavity at the center of said bar in a direction normal to said bar and said parallel conductors, a dielectric pushing means in said hole on one side of said bar, spring means biasing said dielectric pushing means into said hole against said bar to move said bar away from said conductors, a dielectric pushing means in said hole on a side opposite said pushing means, and means for thrusting said pushing means in said hole into said bar and against said spring means to move said bar against said conductors.

2. A coaxial switch as defined in claim 1 wherein said plunging means is sufficiently long to protrude out of said dielectric surrounding said conductors and bar, and...
said means for thrusting said plunger into said hole and against said bar is comprised of a relay-actuated lever.

3. A coaxial switch as defined in claim 2 including metal closely surrounding said dielectric for support of said dielectric and conductors, and a second hole through said metal intersecting said transverse hole for receiving said relay-actuated lever in a position for thrusting said plunger into said bar.

4. A coaxial switch as defined in claim 3, including a third coaxial connector having its outer conductor connected to said metal cover, and its center conductor extending into said enclosure and dielectric in a position to one side and parallel to said two parallel conductors, wherein said elongated cavity extends across the center conductor of said third coaxial connector, and including a second elongated bar in said cavity across said center conductor of said third coaxial cable and the adjacent one of said two parallel conductors, a second transverse hole through said dielectric, said second transverse hole intersecting said cavity at the center of said second bar, and normal to said second bar and said parallel conductors, a second dielectric pushing means in said second hole on one side of said second bar, spring means biasing said second cylinder into said second transverse hole against said second bar to move said second bar away from said conductors, a second dielectric plunging means in said second transverse hole on a side opposite said second pushing means, and means for thrusting said second plunging means into said second bar against said spring means to move said second bar against said conductors.

5. A coaxial switch as defined in claim 4 wherein said second plunging means is sufficiently long to protrude out of said dielectric surrounding said conductors and second bar, and said means for thrusting said second plunger into said second bar is comprised of a second relay-actuated lever.

6. A coaxial switch as defined in claim 5 including a hole through said metal intersecting said second transverse lever for receiving said second relay-actuated lever in a position for thrusting said second plunging means into said second bar.

7. A single-pole, double-throw RF coaxial switch comprising three conductors and two contact bars in a metal enclosure, said conductors being completely surrounded by a solid dielectric material between the conductors and the metal enclosure except over a minimal bar contact area, said three conductors being center conductors of coaxial connectors parallel to each other in a common plane, and said two contact bars being closely surrounded by said solid dielectric material having only a minimal space for said bars to move in contact with said conductors, and solid dielectric means passing through said dielectric material for alternately bringing said bars into contact with the middle one of said conductors and one of the remaining two conductors such that with one contact bar or the other in contact with the middle conductor and one or the other of the remaining two conductors, the middle conductor is connected through the contact bar to one or the other of the conductors.

8. A single-pole, double-throw RF coaxial connector as defined in claim 7 wherein said solid dielectric material is E-shaped with each of the three parallel legs surrounding and supporting the center conductors of said coaxial connectors, and with the main body portion thereof supporting said legs having a hollow cavity extending across the base of said three legs to expose the conductors supported by the legs and to provide space for said bars to be brought alternately into and out of contact with said conductors.

9. A single-pole, double-throw RF coaxial connector as defined in claim 8 wherein said means solid dielectric for alternately bringing said bars into contact with said conductors is comprised of two transverse holes through said main body portion, each hole having its axis normal to and through the center of a contact bar and a dielectric cylinder in each hole against a contact bar on the same side of the bar as conductors contacted by the bar, spring means forcing said cylinder against the bar to hold it out of contact with the conductors, each hole further having a plunger dielectric against a contact bar on the opposite side of the bar as conductors contacted by the bar, whereby said plungers may be driven against said contact bars to force said contact bars against said conductors.

10. A single-pole, double-throw RF coaxial switch as defined in claim 9 wherein said metal enclosure and main body portion of dielectric material have two pair of aligned holes, each intersecting one of said transverse holes on the one side of a contact bar having a plunger, and a separate lever passing through each pair of aligned holes for driving said plungers against said contact bars.

11. A single-pole, double-throw RF coaxial switch as defined in claim 10 wherein said metal enclosure is comprised of a metal block having three holes for the legs of said E-shaped dielectric material, and a cavity for the main body of said E-shaped dielectric material to be recessed into said block, and a metal plate over said recessed main body.